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Minutes of GIRS Providers Forum 
 

Lloyd’s Register EMEA, Coventry on 10th September 2013 
  

Venue:  Lloyd’s Register Offices, Siskin Drive, Coventry, CV3 4FJ 
   

 

Attendees: 

Louise Boccaccini – Squire Energy 
Roger Collier – Aptus Utilities 
Shirley Course – AF Gas Services 
Colin Fish – PN Daly 
Eric Greaves – ESG Associates 
John Hopkins – Carillion Utility Services 
Ian Lapper – J Murphy & Son 
Roger Lock – Veolia  
Dean O’Dee – WK Eng/CDS/East Thames 
Keith Stout – Fulcrum 
Karl Miller – Lloyd’s Register  
Ian Waite – – Lloyd’s Register 
Les Thomas– Lloyd’s Register 
Rod Hancox– Lloyd’s Register 
 
 
ENA Representatives by Telephone  
 
David Mitchell  - SGN 
Erika Melen - SGN 
 

 
Apologies/attendees at recent meetings:  
 

Pete Baldwin – PDI Utilities 
Steve Kirk - Radius 
Zenon Przybyszewski – Morland Utilities 
Andy Parkes Smith – Western Power 
Chris Bond – Clancy Docwra 
 

 
Minutes of Meeting 
 
1.  Welcome and Introductions 

The chair welcomed the existing and new members to the group and provided a brief 
overview of the agenda. 
 
2.  Matters Arising from GIRS Forum and GIRSAP meetings 

The minutes of the following meetings were reviewed and matters arising are discussed 
below 

- GIRS Provider Forum held on 14th May 2013 
- GIRSAP meeting held on 28th May 2013 
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GIRS Forum 
 
2.1 UP Representatives on GIRSAP 
 
Allan Davies has stepped down as a GIRS forum representative on GIRSAP leaving only 
Colin Fish in post. Since the forum is entitled to send two members, it was agreed that 
Shirley Course would step up from deputy to full GIRS Forum representative with 
immediate effect for a period of six months. Louise Boccaccini will act as a deputy for the 
next six months after which she will replace Shirley.  
 
 
2.2 Completion Files.  
 
Completion files remain on the agenda. The comments from the last GIRSAP were that the 
situation generally improves while the focus is maintained but tends to slip back when the 
emphasis is relaxed. Forum members were reminded of their responsibilities in this area, 
 
It was stated that a couple of UIPs had approached the Networks in order to better 
understand requirements and build relationships. This has been beneficial in many instances 
and the approach is encouraged by the DNs who welcomed any contact from the UIPs. 
 
Action: UIPs to consider if this approach is appropriate for them and take the necessary 
steps to contact the DNOs as required. 
 
 
2.3. National Grid Map Access 
 
The National Grid system is up and running although some forum members were reporting 
difficulties with the administration of passwords. As this is now a matter of individual 
access, the forum members were encouraged to contact Ruth.Burden@nationalgrid.com  
for resolution. 
 
 
2.4.  CCCR All Sub Contract Labour 
 
Colin Fish had kindly developed a paragraph for discussion regarding this issue. As some 
debate ensued it was decided that the Lloyd’s Register team would take this off line and 
develop a view for submission to the Group. 
 
Action: LR to consider the proposals and develop a view. 
 
 
2.5 TD/3 Update 
 
The chair informed the group that the next Version of IGEM document TD/3 was to be 
delayed. IGEM have informed Lloyds Register that this was due to the proximity information 
currently included being under review as part of another project. The plan is that they 
release the new version when the review has been completed. 
 
In discussion concern was aired that as the TD/3 consultation had now elapsed, it was 
possible that the new version of TD3 could be implemented without GIRS providers having 
an opportunity to comment. 
 
IGEM TD/3 is a fundamental document for the UIP community; therefore the forum has 
requested that the new version be released via a launch presentation or seminar. 
 
Action: KM to discuss with IGEM contact 

mailto:Ruth.Burden@nationalgrid.com
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2.6 Cards and Qualifications 
 
The availability of up to date cards and qualifications during Lloyd Register surveillance visits 
remains an issue with several areas potentially responsible for the failure, eg the UIP training 
process, training provider interaction or EUSR. While the LR assessors make further 
investigations during the visits to establish competency, the cards are the recognised 
‘licence’ for the Operatives and should be updated and retained.  
 
Actions:  
 
KM to discuss the potential issues with Training Providers and EUSR.   
 
UIPs to ensure that their training matrices and processes are sufficiently up to date and 
robust. 
 
 
2.7 Mod 410 Update  
 
David Mitchell and Erika Melen joined the group via telephone conference to provide an 
update on the Network Code Modification that had the potential to impact UIP works.  
 
Mod 410 has been withdrawn and replaced with Mod 410a. In summary the proposal that 
all sites must have a supplier agreement in place before any connection can be made has 
been withdrawn and replaced with a proposal that places the onus on the meter companies 
to ensure that the agreement is in place prior to installing a meter. 
 
Louise Boccaccini, Zenon Przybyszewski and Karl Miller had attended consultation meetings 
and Shipper forums in order to ensure that the impact upon the UIP community was 
understood. It is believed that this input has helped to influence the change in direction of 
the code Modification.  
 
OFGEM has placed additional responsibilities on the DNOs to improve the processes around 
creation of MPRNs and given a 12 month deadline to reduce the numbers of Shipperless 
and Unregistered sites.  In order to meet the deadline, a large data cleansing exercise is 
necessary which  may require input from UIPs.  
 
 
2.8  Lloyd’s Register Findings Update 
 
The chair provided a brief overview of the main findings and current trends from 
Surveillance Visits with expired maintenance/calibration dates of equipment and Method 
Statement suitability being the most frequent issues. (Statistics included in Minutes email) 
 
Rod Hancox delivered a presentation on his observations during specialist connections and 
NRO assessments highlighting that the NROs were often pitched at too high level and do 
not take into account the need to adequately pre plan the works. This was particularly with 
respect to the support of valves and drilling machinery and the availability of suitable 
equipment for testing and commissioning. (Presentation included in Minutes email) 
 
Actions:  
 
All UIPs to consider the findings as presented and assess their level of compliance and any 
corrective actions that may need to be in place. 
 
KM to include the statistics with the meeting minutes. 
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3.0  Gas in Flats Scope 
 
The potential for an additional scope for IGEM G/5 work was discussed as this is a high risk 
area of works. The group agreed that rather than adding scopes to the scheme the LR 
auditing regime should ensure that any additional procedural or operational requirements 
for this work are in place and under the control of the GIRS Registered provider eg Method 
Statements.  
 
There was however some support for the need to include “Gas In flats” as an optional 
subsection with the design scope that design houses could choose to include in their 
operations as they see fit. 
 
It was agreed that any ‘specialists’ employed to carry out the works that are non GIRS 
Registered would be treated in accordance with GIG 2 Section 5.2 Labour Only Sub 
Contractors and will be expected to work in accordance with the GIRS providers 
procedures.  
 
 
4.0 GIRS Compliance for IP Projects 
 
Shirley Course presented an account of some of the challenges faced during Intermediate 
Pressure Operations which have led to confusion over responsibilities, overrunning projects 
and companies operating outside of their GIRS scopes. Contributing factors include:- 
 

• Consistency of Approach from DNO/GTs 
• Use of appropriate Documentation GL5/G17  
• Variations in Permitry requirements and interpretation including SCO permitry 
• Understanding of GIRS requirements from DNO/GTs and UIPs 
• Availability of Appraisers 
• Access and management of the register of appraisers 

 
 
With the overall aim of improving the processes, the GIRS Forum representatives will 
present the issues and potential solutions to the GIRS Advisory Panel on the 24th September 
2013. (Presentation included in Minutes email) 
 
Action: UIP forum members to provide any additional comment for the presentation prior 
to the GIRSAP meeting. 
 
 
5.0. AOB 
 
No other business identified 
 
 
6.0.  Next Meeting 
 
The next gas forum dates are as follows. 
 

GIRSAP   – 24th September   
GIRS Forum  – 14th January 2014 (to be confirmed) 
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Post Meeting Notes: 
 
 
2.1 UP Representatives on GIRSAP 

 
Eric Greaves has agreed to act as a second deputy with a view to replacing Colin Fish at the 
end of his tenure approximately June 2014. 
 
2.5 TD/3 Update  
 
IGEM have confirmed that that are to arrange a TD/3 Seminar to launch the new 
document. Dates to be confirmed. 
 
2.8  Lloyd’s Register Findings Update ( S lite box) 
 
Please see attached extract from an email to Eric Greaves from Michael Bailey of Fusion. 
 
The SBOX has been designed, manufactured, and is compliant to ISO12176-2:2008. The 
ISO (International Organisation for Standardisation) is an internationally recognised body 
and this standard is used extensively throughout the world for both gas and water.  It has 
not been assessed specifically against the GIS/ECE1:2012 standard which is limited 
specifically for the use on National Grid gas networks, although the two standards are very 
similar in terms of content and requirement. I have attached an image of a typical 
declaration of conformity that is provided with every box. 
  
Our understanding in respect of GIS/ECE1:2012 is that following a recent meeting of the 
Technical Standards Forum, it is being proposed that an in depth review of the standard 
should be held by an independently appointed technical body with a view to bringing it up 
to date. We have not yet had notification that the work is to proceed, nor are there any 
firm timescales, although we expect to be involved in part of this process along with other 
box manufacturers. As a result of this, we do not believe it is the right time for us to be 
seeking approval against a standard which clearly is likely to change. 
 

 


